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(Received June 15, 1971)

    There are many engineering problems which are reduced to the'mathematical pro-
gramming problem. The constraints andlor the objective function established"are some-

times subiected to errors due to experiments or estimations, and thus they are probabilistic

in nature. In such a case, a stochastic approach must be adopted to make the program

realistic by treating the constraints andlor the obiective function as random variables.

Thus we set up the problems 1) to minimize the expected value of the obiective function

under the chance-constraints on the constriants and 2) to minimize the expected value of

the obiective function under the chance-constraint on the obiective function as well as

those on the constraints.

    The constraints and the obiective function are random variables, the distributions of

which are not predetermined. Thus, the chance-constraints are not to be calculated

directly. In this paper, a unique approach is employed to transform those into the equiv-

alent deterministic nonlinear constraints. Validity of this transformation is proved by

using Tchebychev inequality. A possible algorithm to solve the problems is proposed

and numerical examples are also provided to illustrate the given method.

1. Introduction

    There are many engineering problems which are reduced to those of the mathe-

matical programming. The constraints and/or the objective function may be sometimes

deterministic in nature, but there are some other cases when those are modelled by ex-

perimentsi).or estimations. In such cases, they are subiected to errors and thus the

solution obtalned by using them may be optimal for the partlcular case, e.g., fbr the mean

value, but it is not so for general cases. It should be also noted that since the optimal

solution usually lies on the boundary of the constraints, the active constraints which are

best fit, for example, in the sense of mean are not satisfied with probability O.5, approxi-

mately. Further, when the costs or the profits are selected as the objective function,

they may sometimes deviate too much to complete the program. In order to make the

programs in these cases realistic, a probabilistic approach must be applied, and thus the

constraints and the objective funceion are to be treated as random variables.

    Fairly systematic researches have been made on the linear programming problems

with uncertainty2)-6). Those are categorized in the fbllowing three: 1) replacing the

random elements by their expected values, 2) replacing the random elements by pessimistic

estimates of their values and 3) recasting the problem into a two-stage problem where,
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in the second stage, one can compensate for inaccuracies in the first stage activities.

Little has been done on a nonlinear programming problems with uncertainty')"9).

    This paper is concerned with the formulation and solution of the stochastic non-

linear programming problems. It is shown that the problems are reduced to the deter-

ministic nonlinear progra!nming problems. Numerical examples are provided to illu-

strate the procedure and its usefulness.

    Nomenclatures

(･): mean value of (.) oc.): standard deviation of (･)

d(.)-(･)-(.): deviation of (.) from its mean value

Prob. [(･)]: probability of the event (･)

x: control vector, the elements of which are xi's ･

a, c: coeMcient vectors, the elements of which are ai's, ci's

¢(t).. vSLit.e-'2/2: standard Gaussian probability density function

                       2. Statement of the Problem

    Consider the standard nonlinear programming problem:

Under the constraints

                       g,(x, a) ;}IO (i=1, 2, ･･･,m) (1)
find the control vector x* to minimize the objective function

                  '                       2-f(x, c) (2)
In the above, we use the notations

    x=col. (xi)=n-dimensional control vector

    a = col. (ai) = q-dimensional coeMcient vector

    c=col. (ci)=r-dimensional coeMcient vector

and assume that g,(.,.･) and f(.,..) are real valued functions with suMcient

smoothness.

    Let us now consider the case when the coeMcient vectors a, c are random variables

with known probability distributions. Then, we set up the fo11owing problems:

Problem 1 "Under the chance-constraints:

                                               '
                  Prob. [g,(x, a) l}lr O] 2ir P, (i=1, 2, ･･･,m) (3)

find x* to minimize the expected value of the objective function 2, where Pi's are given

constants."

Problem 2 "Under the constraints (3) and an additional chance-constraint on the devia-

tion of the objective function :

                            prob. [x ;2 pqgp. (4)
find x* to minimize -2, where P and ?. are given constants."
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    For the problems to have the solution, we assume the fbllewing: First we define

                     X, -- {xlProb. [g,(x, a)})O] >-P,} (5)

                     Xle - {xlProb. [g })P-x]gP.} (6)
For the problem 1, we assume that the set

                    ･m                                X} =nX, (7)
                                     i--1

is not empty. For the probiem 2, we assume that the set

                               Xt- Xl,n･Xle (8)
ls not empty.

                      3. Formulation of the Problem

    If we know the analytical expression of the distribution of the constraints and the

objective function, we can formulate the chance-constraints (3) and (4). This, however,

can not be done in general. In this paper, we evaluate them by the equivalent non-

linear constrdints as menti6ned below.

    First, we calculate the mean and the variance of gi(x, a). Expanding gi(x, a) into

Taylor's series about the mean value a =i yields

                gi(x, a) = g,(x, i)+.ZO.e., jl-1/ (}l.], oO..da,･)Mg,(x, a) (9)

                                             '
where AaJ. -=ai･-by･ and the partial derivatives are evaluated fbr the mean value a = lt.

    Thus, the mean ofgi(x, a) is given by '
   g,(x, a) = gi(x, i)+.Ze=e,.-1 !(;.il]ur, oO. .da,-)Mg,(x, a)

                               '
          = gi(x, b)+ S j;;,.l., (a22igo`hk)daidak+-:- j,;£, l,=, (6a,Ooigi6a,)da,'dakdai '

                  + 2-i4 d,kll,;,m=i (oa,. aaOk`ogat oa.)Aa,'dakdaidam + ･･･ (io)

The variance is

   o3, -- {gi(x, a)-gi(x, a)}2

[.zoo=,.-i,((S.,

,l ,qm, (g£i. ) (

       '

+! s
  12 1･,k,l,m=41

"1 S
  4 s', le, i, m= i

 6a..dad)Mgi-(tg.,aZ.Aaf)Mg,l]2

gffal) da ,･dak + j,#, ;, .. , (ZSi. ) ( 6aakigoial)dailiakdal

( 3(aaO,iigaiale) (aaO,ll E.) + 4(oOil. )( oakao9agi'oa.)] daJ'

(oaO,igoiari)(6a6il i.)da,･dak Aaida. + ･ ･･

dakdaida.

        (11)
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Partlcularly, when ai's are statistica!ly independent Gaussian random variables, we obtain

the mean and variance, retaining the terms of the fourth-order moments,

        gt(x･ a) =: gi(x･ i)+-ll- te.,(gts;i)da;+-g- ,:, I]i--, ,.O,,le,tra; dibl' (i2)

        aZ,=Sn(g4.:.)2ia;+,.#.,[-S-(,.a,3,l,)2+(gF.;.)(,i3,t.'2)]da;diai' (i3)

    Using the mean and the variance thus obtained, we transform the chance-constraint

(3) into the deterministic nonlinear constraint:

                             gi(x, a) - Ziag, >- O (14)

where 2i is the undetermined multiplier and determined as shown below.

    The validity of the transfbrmation (14) is proved in Appendix A by using Tchebychev

inequality

                        prob･ [l gi -. g-il ;}iziag,] f!{k (i5)

Further, we can show that the chance-constraint (3) is necessarily satisfied when

                              Z, >- 11Vl - P, (16)

If we choose Zi= 1/vi1 -Pi from (16), the optimal solution is sometimes too conservative

because the condition (16) is suMcients but not necessary. In such a case, reducing the

value of Zi in the active constraint, i.e., the one on which the optimal solution lies, we

must lower the probability level to its iower limit. By this way, the feasible region be-

comes wider and thus the expected value of the objective function may be improved.

    Similarly, the chance-constraint on the objective functions is transformed into

                             (Pml)2-Zaag20 (17)
where

   g- = f(x, i)+ -il- i:,iii,'=, 6c9.i;ckAcidck+ -g'i,#,,n, oc,.6oliklaci dc,･Acledc7

             +it i,k,S,,m=, oc,.acaktofcloc. AcJ･dckdcldc.,+..･ , (ls)

   o: = jz, ,"=, (g.)( a6tlf,. )dcjdck+j, )i, ),=, (zlltl.)(acOklafci)dc,･dckdci

        + iltt i, k ,]Il, ]m =, [3 (acll.i;ck ) ( 6c9oVc.) + 4( tc ,. )(bc,aOceifa cTnt )]dc ,- Ack dci dcm

        - ril- s,,]Il, il.=, (acO,.gck) (oc9oE7c. )tic,･Acle dci dc.+ ･･･ (ig)

and Z. is the undetermined multiplier and adjusted by the way mentioned above.

    Next we consider the simpler case when the constraint and the objective function

are the additive sums of the Gaussian random variables:
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                  '
                                     ･s                           gi(x, a) == =ai,･gi,･(x) (20)
                                    rj'=1

                           f(x, c) -ZciL(x) (21)
                                   S==±l
where ai;s and ci's are Gaussian random variables. Equivalent nonlinear constraints to

Eqs. (20) and (21) are given by (see Appendix B)

               ss               Xhi,･gi,･(x)+r(Pi){ 2] riai,-dailegi,-(nc)gik(x)}i/2;}rO (22)
                                J',le=1              j'--1

                     rr              (i`9 - 1) ,l=, Ei.fli(x) - r(Pg) {,1 ,.. ,Zc/J･dck .fli(xM(x)} 'i2 2i: O ･ (23)

 where

                            P,(t)= I,Oe,.,, ¢(t)dt (24)

                                                                1
                             ¢(t)=11v'2n e-`ty2 (25)
Thus r(Pi) is not an undetermined multiplier in this case, but directly determined from

the value of Pi.

    From the discussion given above, we see that the chance-constraints (3) and (2t) are

transfbrmed into the equivalent nonlinear constraints. Thus the problems 1 and 2 are

reduced to the deterministic nonlinear programming problem.

                       4. Computational Procedure

    We will give a possible computational procedure to solve the problems set up in the

                        AB     START/ x.=xt "-.----- ---.--                      {j.l,.l.n) svMT methedL SFfti::eCdariO {jlilrrl,n}

                       R=RQ                                               M,=e M =o                                                :z                                               (i=1,..,m)
                       io=e

      Rankeq,ge,araifl

Xitiio i2=kze

(t=lr--.,M}

 Em±n=10Se c

  K=e
     su#Randem nmher
 xj=xjK CIMI}

(i=lt..i,n)

 g±-A±ogslO'

 Ci=1,..,rn) ?
CB-!)i-x e )o NO
    zl
    YS5

 Esi･ ?   tun No
    YES

  "- t=z  1. =Z O  min
        K"K+1            R=e.IR
  xt=x,
  ]] {ti=l,.,tn)

  K=Ni? Ne
    YES

   A

T=i+R{[(-gi-Xieg.f'

       1  +c{s-ui-X.o.r}

gradT
j=ge/], (i=1,,･,n)

gradT j)El ?
 Cj=lr.-,nY

   YES
xj=xj+agradTG'

Cj=lr.･,n}

at-Aiegi)O

 Utl,..,m) ?
(B-1)-z-1.o.IO

    VES

Ne

NO

  a=tr12

x,=x,-agradV      j1]Cj=1,..rn)

K=O

a#as etcK CRN)

i"l

      NegtCx,a)te ?

VES

i=i+1 Mt=Mi+1

  itv ?
NO

YES

K=K+1

!)sE ?
    NOYES

Mz=Mz+1

NO

  X4N:?NO

II-Eol .c e2 ?

   VES

 x;;xj
(jtl,..tn)

  B
  Fig. 1.

VES

Pm±=MilN
(i=1,..,m}

p =M IN
 m: z

               IP.i-PilSE3
                a=1,..,m ?
                       NO               IPmz'?zt -`E4

                   YES

                  STOP
Computational procedure.

±=1

P ,)P. ?
Mi 1     NOVES

Ai=A±-AX± 1±=X±+AAi

i=i+i ±=m ?
Ne vEs

Pmz)Pz ? No

YES

A;x -aA X=X +bX  zz zzzz

  e
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previous section, the flow chart of which is given in Fig. 1. The property of the functions

of the nonlinear constraints (14), (17), (22) and (23) are not known in general. Thus,

the random search method is employed to make a global search at first. When the local

convexity is assured, we can make the solution thus obtained finer by using the techniques

of the nonlinear programming. In the figure, we use the SUMT'O) combined with the

gradient method, but other methods are also applicable. Further, the calculation of the

probability is performed by the Monte Carlo method.

                         5. Numerical Examples

    Let the constraints and the objective function be given by

                                     t.
                          gi =aiXi+q2X2"3-a4 ;}IO (26)
                          g2=a,x,+a6x;-a7 ;)O (27)

                           x,, x,20 (28)
                           X= C,X,"2+C,X: (29)
where the coeficients ai's and ci's are statistically independent Gaussian random vari-

ables. Let us now consider the foIlowing examples:

Example 1 "Specifying the probability levels of satisfying the constraints (26) and (27)

to the values higher than P, and P,, minimize tlie expected value of the objective function

(29)."

Example 2 "Specifying the probability level of x's exceeding 1.1 times its optimal value

to the value lower than Il, as well as those of the constraints, minimize the expected

value of the objective function."

    First we consider the chance-constraint on the constraint (26). The mean and the

variance are calculated as

   gi = -aix,+b2x,ar3-i,+ll- i,x,i3(ln x,)2A"ag+{} (ln x,)2(dag)2+･･･ (3o)

   a,2, = xidai+x:"3lia:+(ln x,)2(i,x,"3)2Aag+daZ

         +2(ln x,)2xZiT3Arii,Aig'+-;- {(ln x,)2a,x,if3}2(ztag)2+･t･ (31)

Neglecting the higher order terms " + ･･.", we have the nonlinear constraint

   Gi == a,xi + i2x2i3- i, + -ll a,x,i3(ln x,)2(Zii' + -t-, (ln x,)2(dag)2 ]

         - 2,[2i2i21xl + da:x,2a3 + AaZ(ti,x,d3)2(ln x,)2 + ff4t + 2(ln x,)2x,2a-3k/iEt dri5t

         +g(da32)2 fa,x,i3an x,)2} 2]'P }ro (32)

    Since Eq. (27) is the additive sum of the Gaussian random variables, we have the

constraint equivalent to the chance-constraint
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   G, == a,x,+ a,x:+r(P,)[d-agx2i+ dve.ZxS+ da;]t,2-a', >-O (33)

Similarly, the chance-constraint on the objective function is transformed into the non-

linear constraint. The mean and the variance are

   l? == EixiT2+l,xg+-ll- E,x,U2(ln x,)2(d-c;+i(ln x,)2(ztc:)2+･･･l ' (34)

   o: == Zc2,(x,c'2)2 + zq/ ,{c-,(ln x,)x,V2}2+ z-tc,2x3 +g(ztc3)2{c-,(ln x,)2x,V2}2

        +2(x,i2 1n x,)2dcl 2iZE'+･･･ (35)
Thus, retaining up to the fourth-order moments, we have

   C. == (P-1)[c',x,i2+Z,x:+eE,x,CH2(ln x,)2(d-cg+t(ln x,)2(2ill5,)2)]

         - Z. [dimc2i(oo,i2)2 + z-tc: {c-,(ln x,)x,52} 2 + `Nfc32xa + 2(x,e'-2 ln x,)22i2clll iZ/Ell'

         +g(dc:)2 fi,(ln x,)2x,i2}2]i/2 ;}ro (36)

    Now, consider the case when the numerical data of the coeMeients are given by

                                                                '    i, = 1, o.i = O.1, a2 = 1, 6., r O.1, i3 == ll . o., == O. li a', ==' 1, '

    aa,=O･1, is == 1, .oa, =".O･1, a'6 == -1, o.e =O･1,. 7a7.F e,. o.,." O･1,

                                                            .t    5, = 1, a., = O.1, ''-c-, t== 2,' o., = O.2, c-, == 2, a., ='O.2' ･ ' (37)

                                                               .. t. tt                                                        '              '    To verify the validity of the computational procedure given in Section 4, first we

consider the case when the coethcients are replaced by their mean values, in which the

exact solution is easily obtained. Thus the prob!em becomes as fo11ows: Under the

      .

                               x,+x,-1;})O (38)
                               x,-x: ;}IO (39)
                               x,, x,20 (40)
minimize the objective function

                               x== x2,+2nc: (41)
    'I'he feasible region is shaded in Fig. 2. Since the contours of the objective func-

tion is elliptic, the optimal solution lies on the contour tangent to the line x, +x,- 1 ==O,

i.e., x,*= 213, x,*==113. Thus the optimal value of the objective function is 2* =213.

The solution obtained by applying the authors' algorithm is given in Table 1 and com-

pared with the exact solution, in which the stop command of the computation is given by

 e,=O.OOI. As seen from the table, the solution is reasonable. If we want the more

 accurate so!ution, we have on!y to make the value of e, smaller. The values of Pi and

P, in Table 1 are the probabilities that the constraints (26) and (27) are satisfied when

we use the Solution obtained by replacing the coethcients by their mean va!ues. From
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X2

1.2

1.0

O.8

O.6

 O.4

1/3

 O.2

o.o

-.----.--
      s h.S s..

NNNN

,

Ab'C

l

IYINININjNtl1

A: P,=O.9eO
B: Pi =O.954
C: Pi =O.977

//
O.O O.2 O.4

Fig. 2.

 O.6 O.8 1.0
    2/3

         Xl
Feasible region.

1.2

7
1.4

Table 1.

xt* X2* T* Pl P2 Pz Gl G2 Gz
Authors'

algorithm
O.6665 O.3336 O.667 o.se6 1 O.133 8.7xloS 5.6xlo'i 6.7xlo'2

Exact
solution

2/3 1/3 2/3 -+-rmt

  this, we find that the active constraint (26) is satisfied with probability O.5, approximately.

  Further, P, is the probability that the objective function exceed 1.1 times its optimal

  value. It should be noted that the trials of the Monte Carlo simulation is 5000.

      Let us now consider Example 1. The calculations are carried out for several values

  of the undetermined multiplier 2, while the probability level of the constraint (27) is

  specified to O.95. The mean and the variance are calculated up to the second- and fourth-

  order moments, respectively. The results are listed in Table 2. The columns G,, G,

  and q are the lists of the values of the transformed functions (32), (33) and (36). As

･ the value of 2, increases, the probability level rises. It is clear that the constraint (38)

  is effective, for the value of G, is nearly equal to zero, i.e., the solutions are on the bound-

  ary of the constraint (38). The values of probability P, are plotted against 2, in Fig. 3.

                                     Table 2.

X
i

N X,1* xi" z'" Pl P2 Pz Gl G2 Gz

1 o O.7478 O.3833 O.859 O.839 1 O.111 8.0xlo6 4.0xlo'i -21.4xlO

1.3 o O.7763 O.4013 O.925 O.900 1 O.104 7.8xlo-5 4.lxlo-a 9.3xlo'2

1.5 o O.7957 O.4116 O.973 O.929 1 O.098･ 7.7xle5 4.lxlo'i 9.7xlo'2

1.7 o O.8128 O.4247 1.022 O.954 1 O.093 7.5xlo'5 4.2xlo'i 1.0xlo'i

2 o O.8356 O.4480 1.1OO O.977 1 O.086･ 7.3xlo'5 4.2xlo'i -
1
1
.
l
x
l
O
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Pl

1.00

O.95

O.90

O.85

                      O.80

                      O.75
                         1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6 1.8 2.0
                                            (x, =o)

            . Xl
                              Fig. 3. Pi against Ri.

Using such a plot, we can determine the value of the undetermined multiplier for the

specified probability leve!.

    Further, to see the transition of the optimal solutions corresponding to the probability

levels, we plot them in Fig. 1. As seen from the figure, the solution becomes conservative

as the probability level rises.

    Next we consider Example 2. The computation results are Iisted in Tables 3 to 5,

where the mean and the variance are calculated up to the second- and the fourth-order

moments, respectively. First we discuss the case when 2, is fixed to 1.0 and 2. is

made variable. If a. exceeds 1.2, the constraint on the objective function begins to be

effective, which is known from the fact that the solution approaches to the boundary of

                                   Table 3.
tt .-....-=tT-t '

'

X
i

X
z

Xl'* X2･" 7. Pl P2 Pz Gl G2 Gz

1 o O.7478 O.3833 o.gsg O.839 1 O.111 8.0xlo-5 4.oxlo-1 1.4xloa

1 1.2 O.7497 O.3846 O.859 O.839 1 O.111 8.0xlo-5 4.0xlo-i 1.9xlo"4

1 L3 OJ800 O.4767 1.064 O.967 1 OL092 1.2xlo"i 3.4xlo'i 5.3xlo6

1 1.35 O.8381 O.5202 1.244 O.992 1 O.082 2.ixlo-i 3.5xlo'i 4.5x1o6

1 1.4 O.9223 O.6063 L586 1 1 O.074 3.8xlo'i -
1
3
2
x
l
O

3.oxlo5

G. (see Table 3). When 2.=:1.0, on!y the chance-constraint on the constraint (38) is

efiective and thus that on the objective function is not so (Table 4). On the contrary,

when R. ==1.4, only the chance-constra{nt on the objective function is efiective (Table

5). In order to determine the value of Z, and 2. for the specified probability level,

the technique such as the one used in Example 1 rnay be resorted to.

    Lastly, we discuss the effect of the terms in the calculation of the mean and the

variance. The optimal solutions for the two cases are given in Table 6. 0ne is the

case when the mean and the variance are calculated up to the second- and the fourth-
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Taqle 4.

X
l

Az X1･* X2* T. Pl P2 Pz Gl G2 Gz

1
1
.
4
1
.
6
2

1
1
1
1

O.7511

O.7861

O.8038

O.8401

O.3833

O.4063

O.4185

O.4438

O.859

O.949

O.997

1.100

O.839

O.914

O.942

O.977

1
1
1
1

O.111

O.102

O.096

O.083

8.0xlo5

7.7xlo6

7.5xlo5

7.lxlo5

4.0xlo-i

4.lxlo'i

4.2xlo'i

4.3xlo'i

1.4xlo'2

1.9x1o-2

2.lxlo'2

3.6xlo'2

Table 5.

X
l

Xz Xl* ･X2* z-' Pl
.-.t.

P2 Pz Gl G2 Gz

1
1
.
8
2
.
0

1.4

1.4

1.4

O.9223

O.9233

O.9223

O.6063

O.6063

O.6063

1.586

L586
1.586

1
1
1

1
1
1

O.074

O.074

O.074

3.8xlo'i

2.6xlo-i

2.3xlo'i

3.2xle'i

3.2xlO-!

32xlo'i

3.0xlo-6

3.0xlo"6

3.0xlo'6

Table 6.

X
i

X
z

Xl* X2'*i
-z"

Mean:uptosecondordermoments
Variance:uptofourthordermoments 1.6 1 O.8038 O.4185 O.997

Mean:uptozerothordermoments

Variance:uptosecondorderrnoments
1.6 1 O.8013 O.4224 O.999

order moments, and the other is the case when the mean is calculated up to the zeroth-

order moment, i.e., the coeMcients are replaced by their mean values and the variances

up to the second- order moments. The discrepancies are not so great in this problem.

Thus the latter is preferable, which is simpler to calculate. The conclusion, however,

may not be true in general.

                                  6. Conclusion

' ' '

 This paper is concerned with the formulation and solution of the stochastic nonlinear

  programming problem by using the chance-constrained concept. The problems are set

  up to' minimize the expected value of the objective function, specifying the probability

  levels with which the constraints and!or the objective function are to be satisfied. It is

  shown that they are transformed into the deterministic nonlinear programming problems

  and an algorithm to systematically solve them is also presented. Further, the numerical

  examples are provided to illustrate the procedure and its validity.

      Although we have not discussed the property of the transformed constraints, it must

  be studied in the future.
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                                Appendix A

 Theorem: 1) The szipremum of 2, is 1/Vl-Pi .

          2) 71he nonlinear constraint (14) with Z., satt:!1!yi2qg the ineguality (16) is a

              sta7icient condition for the chance-constraint (3).

 Proof. Tchebychev inequality (15) is rewritten as

                                                               tt
                  Prob. [gi >- g- + Riag, or gi <- gi - Riag,] < 11a7 (A-1)
                                           '
                                          ' Thus the inequality

                  Preb. [gi -< g-, - 2,ag,] s{l llZ7 (Ar2)

 holds. Next we consider the set

                  X+ = {xlgi-2iag,>-O} (A-3)
 i.e., the set of x which satisfies the constraint

                  g-i-R,og,>-O (N4)
     For x contained in the set X+, the fo11owing inequality holds

                  Prob. [g,<O] E{ Prob. [g, <- gi-Ziag,] (N5)
   '

 From (A-2), we have '
  '                  Prob. [g,<e] sgl12? (Ar6)
                                                         ' Using the well known relation:

                  Prob. [g, <O] - 1- Prob. [gi >-O] (A-7)

 we obtain

                  Prob. [gi >- O] ;}rl- 11R; (A-8)
 Thus, we get

                  1-1lae2!tP,

or

                  a, >- 11Vl- P, (A-9)
     It is clear that the chance-constraint (3) is necessarily satisfied for x which satisfies

 (A-4) with 2, satisfying (A-9).

                                Appendix B

     The sum of the Gaussian random variables is also a Gaussian randorn vraiable.

 Thus gi(x, a) and f(x, c) are Gaussian random varlables. The means and the variances

 are given by

                            s                  gi(x, a) ==ai,･gi,･(x) (B-1)
                           i--1
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                           s                   agi = [il,=,dai,･daikgi,･(x>gik(x)]i12

                            r
                  f(x, c) - Z E,･f>(x)
                          ri--!

                   Of = g.,2,.., dc,-dckL(x)ft(x)]!i2

Thus, the chance-constraint (3) is written as

               Prob. [gi(x, a);)O] - S℃-EL, ¢(t)dt;;)Pi -- j,bO,.,,¢(t)dt

                                      Ogi
 which is equivalent to

                 -gilag, <- r(Pi)

or

                 ss                ,l .., hi ,'gii(X) + r(Pi) { illi, ;=, dai ,･daik gi ,･(x>gik(x)} ii2 ;}i o

    Similarly, the constraint (23) is derived.

(B-2)

(B-3)

(But-)

(B-5)

(B-6)
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